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To prepare well for the IELTS Speech Test, you need to familiarize yourself with the various IELTS Talking topics and the types of questions you can ask on the test day. The IELTS voice part test contains 3 parts, each lasting approximately 4 minutes. You should answer the questions
spontaneously and it is good to read many different full IELTS Talking patterns to prepare for the test. On this page you can find a variety of IELTS Talking topics that you can face on test day. Each speech theme contains a sample for IELTS speech with questions set out in Part 1, Part 2
and Part 3 of the speech + response test to their model. Vocabulary and word linking are important for each speech pattern. Full IELTS Test samples by topic: IELTS speech tips, information, tips, model answers and topics to help you successfully prepare for your IELTS speech test. This
page contains everything you need to know and essential skills for high score in IELTS talk. Information on the IELTS test Below is essential information on the IELTS test. The voice test is face-to-face with a scout in the room. There's only one speech test for all candidates. Academic
&amp; GT candidates pass the same speech test. If you are doing a computer-delivered IELTS, you will still have a face-to-face interview with the examiner. The speech test remains the same for everyone. It's recorded so you can ask for a comment if you want to later. It's an informal
speech test. The question-asking examiner will decide your results at the end of the test. The test lasts from 11 to 14 minutes (not more and not less). The monitor controls the time and length of your responses. The test comprises: checking ID and Welcome part 1 = questions &amp;
answers 4 to 5 min 2. part = conversation for 1-2 min by rounding questions for 1 min. Part 3 = debate 4 to 5 min There are four labelling criteria: Fluency &amp; Cohesion (25%) Vocabulary (25%) Grammar (25%) Pronunciation (25%) For more details, see this page: IELTS Band Scores
See below for more information on speech and also more test information, click here: IELTS FAQ IDP or BC? IELTS Topics and Questions Below are lists of common and recent IELTS topics that speak to issues that often appear in the speech test. IELTS Speech Part 1 Themes IELTS
Speech Part 2 Themes IELTS Speech Part 3 Themes May – Avg 2020 Speech Part 2 Themes Practice IELTS Speech Tests Practice Speech Exams to develop your skills and attract to the form of the speech test. This is an essential practice for all IELTS students. IELTS Speaking Test (1)
&amp; Model Answers IELTS Speaking Test (2) Video &amp; Tips for IELTS Speaking All Useful Free IELTS Speech Video Lessons and Speech Tips. Learn more about how to get a high score in speech and how to improve your answers. IELTS speech lessons Sample answers These
lessons are in order and new lessons will be added over time. All questions are reported exam topics at the time of referral. Lessons usually include questions, model answers, tips, or vocabulary. Notice: Don't remember the response model. Model answers are to show you options, skills
and techniques. Your answers in the IELTS test must come from you and show your English language. In the speech conversation test, you will have a conversation with a certified scout. It will be interactive and as close as possible to the real situation that the test can get. The speech test
is 11-14 minutes long and is in three parts. Part 1 You will answer questions about yourself and your family. Part 2 You're talking about a topic. Part 3 You will have a longer discussion on the topic introduced in Part 2. The speaking test shall be the same for the general IELTS Academic
and IELTS general training tests. How to practice This practice material is designed for two people involved. Find a study partner to help you practice. Maybe he's a teacher or a friend. Take three parts of this test after another without a break to make your practice as realistic as possible.
Remember, you need to speak fluently, clearly and accurately. It's important to say as much as you can and that you're spontaneous. Do not prepare replies in advance. It's recorded if you can, so you can go back and check your performance. Review your speech test Listen to your
recordings and discuss the test with your study partner. Think about the way you talked. Are you fluent? Did your speech sound natural? Could you make your expresses clearly? Use audio clips and transcripts in each section to gain insight into the test format. Note that these are not model
answers, so don't try to imm yours. There are no answers. You and your study partner will need to assess how well you are doing. IELTS Speaking PracticeOnline study course and practice tests. Duration: 11 to 14 minutes The speaking language test will assess your use of spoken
English. The test will last between 11 and 14 minutes, where you will discuss various topics with iELTS. Your test will be carried out in a quiet reconnaissance room that will encourage you to keep talking. Unlike the AI test, the IELTS scout will be able to feel relaxed and confident. They are
also able to understand your accent to ensure that you get the best possible result. There are three parts on the speech test. Part 1 Examiner will ask you general questions about yourself and a range of well-known topics such as home, family, work, studies and interests. This part takes 4
to 5 minutes. Part 2 You will get a passer-by and the examiner will ask you to talk about the topic. Before talking, you will have 1 minute to prepare for up to 2 minutes. The examiner will then ask or two questions on the same topic to complete this part of the test. Part 3Third section 2 will
ask you additional questions related to the topic. These questions will allow you to discuss more abstract ideas and questions. This part of the test lasts from 4 to 5 minutes. 4 to 5 minutes Part 1 of the test will start with the examiner asking you to give your name and show your
identification. They will then ask you general questions about yourself, such as where you live or what you are currently doing (you are working or studying). They'll then ask you some questions about a variety of familiar topics, such as music you like, cooking, weather, or movies you
prefer. In general, you will be asked about one or two topics. The examiner will ask scripting questions and listen to your answer and ask you to expand your answer with why? or why not? if your answer is too short. This part of the test follows a form of answer to questions that focuses on
your ability to communicate opinions and information on everyday topics by answering a series of questions. 3 to 4 minutes After the first part, the examiner will give you a topic and ask you to talk about it for one to two minutes. The theme will be handed over to you on the card and you will
also get a piece of paper and a pencil to take notes. On the tab, you'll see a speech prompt and a few points that you can cover in a conversation that relates to it. Before you speak, you will have exactly one minute to prepare and take notes. The examiner will use the timer to tell you when
your time will go. The examiner will tell you when to start your conversation and will remind you that you will be stopped after 2 minutes. Points on the task card will help you think about what to say and try to continue to talk for a full 2 minutes. They might ask you a question about what
you said before the next section started. This part of the test evaluates your ability to speak at length on a particular topic, using appropriate language and organizing your ideas in a logical way. With your theme experience, you can help complete the long turn.4 to 5 minutes Questions in
Part Three will be related to the general theme you spoke about in Part 2. You will discuss the subject in a more general and abstract way, in which you will show that you are able to express and justify your opinions, analyse, discuss and speculate on this subject in more depth. If your long
turn was a nice place to visit your city, this section could start by talking about wonderful places, and the first question could be: Do you think it's important to keep beautiful places in places? The examiner will speak to you more in this section and may ask you to justify your opinion to see
how well you can communicate compared to the personal themes you discussed in Parts 1 and 2. In Part 3, you are assessed as being able to express and justify opinions and analyse, debate and speculate on a range of issues related to the general topic that you discussed in Part 2.
This page provides you with all the IELTS speech practice that you need to perform well in the test. There is a set of essential free lessons, with all the strategies and tips you need. IELTS Speech Practice Lessons: Lesson 1: IELTS Speech Part 2 - Expanding your response Learn some
tips on how to extend speech for part 2 of the speech test. Lesson 2: IELTS Speech Part 1 - Improving the answersThio is used by the quiz to teach you how best to answer the questions in Part 1 of the IELTS speech test. Lesson 3: IELTS Voice Part 3 - Description of changes It is often
necessary to discuss changes in Part 3 of the speech test. This IELTS practice lesson provides you with grammatical instructions to answer these questions. Lesson 4: IELTS Talking Part 3 - Talk about the future You often need to talk about the future in Part 3 of the speech test. These
lessons provide grammatical advice to answer these questions. Lesson 5: IELTS Speaking Part 2 - A Mental Map: Structuring your conversationThio a lesson explain how you can use a mental map to help with a brain storm and organize a conversation for part 2 of the test. There is also a
sample answer. Lesson 6: IELTS Parts 1-3 - Formality &amp; Getting tons rightThio the lesson explains what tone you need to use in your speech to help you sound natural. Lesson 7: IELTS Speech Part 2 - Hypothetical SituationIELTS Practice: to talk about false future situations in Part 2
of the IELTS test. Lesson 8: IELTS Speaking Part 3 - Giving &amp; Justifying OpinionsGib some useful sentences for giving opinions in Part 3 and justifying those opinions. Lesson 9: IELTS Part 1 - Types of questions to speak for IELTSV this IELTS practice lesson explain some common
types of issues that arise in Part 1 of the test. The aim is to improve the accuracy of your answers to your questions. Lesson 10: IELTS Speech - Useful IELTS Interview ExpressTho and IETC This lesson provides you with a set of useful terms that you can use to help with all parts of the
speech test, especially Part 3. Lesson 11: IELTS Talking Part 3 - Talking about personal experiencesMešti students make a mistake when they talk about themselves in part 3. That's fine, but just for example. Find out more here. These speech lessons provide you with strategies and tips to
ensure that you can improve your speech for the test and get a higher waist score. They cover all three parts of the test - the introductory questions set out in Part 1, the lengthy or questionable conversation on Part 2 and the debate in Part 3. Sample test questions: Here are examples
Questions and topics that are asked in the test: IELTS Speech Advice See these cutting-edge tips if you want a quick overview of what you should and shouldn't do in the IELTS speech test: IELTS Speaking Forum: You can read important and useful questions that other people have asked
about this part of the test in the IELTS speech forum, but you can also ask questions yourself. These are some of the best questions and answers that can help you prepare:And remember that you can post your question if you need, so go to the forums if there's something about the test
that you don't understand. Home › Speaking Lessons &amp; Tips Band 7+ eBooks I think these eBooks are FANTASTIC!!! I know it's not academic language, but the truth! Linda, from Italy, Scored Band 7.5 Check out eBooks Sign up for free IELTS Tips! You may also be interested in:
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